Reduce Pole & Banner Load Stress.
Arms Bend with the Wind.
Yieldable Tension Allows Hinge and Rotation Movements.
Arms Hold Banners Taunt for Crisp Display.
Simple and Easy Installation on New or Existing Poles:

- Brackets attach to round, square, multi-sided and fluted shaped poles.
- Brackets attach to concrete, steel, aluminum, fiberglass and wood poles.
- Attach with bands, bolts or lag screws.
- Remove rods in seconds for easy storage.

As wind force decreases, Banner Saver’s YIELDABLE TENSION returns banner to it’s original display position, maintaining the banner’s original attractiveness 97% of the time.
BANNER SAVER BRACKET

Includes:
Black Rod
Bracket Natural Aluminum Finish
Safety Pin

Options:
Painted Bracket
Stainless Steel Bands
Natural or Painted

Catalog #
BASPL30PRO
BASPL40PRO

Banner Size
30”W x 80”H
40”W x 120”H

Bracket Colors
Black-PA
Dark Bronze-PC
Dark Green-PL

Consult factory for other colors